
1. proper noun 2. proper noun

3. prepositional phrase

4. -ly adverb

5. subordinate clause beginning with ‘although’

6. adjective

7. noun phrase (at least three words long)

8. exclamation sentence 1. proper noun

2. proper noun 9. proper noun

10. determiner + singular noun

1. proper noun 2. proper noun 11. relative clause beginning with ‘who’

12. adverb 13. noun phrase (at least three words long)

14. command 2. proper noun

1. proper noun

15. prepositional phrase

It was late at night and two children called               and                 

were making their way to the mansion        .  

     , they looked at each other.  

              , they were still extremely frightened. 

When they reached the        door, they pushed it open. The noise that it 

made sounded like          .  

“             ” exclaimed                  . “Don’t be 

silly,” replied                 . “I know that      says that this house 

is haunted but it’s not.” 

Just then, the sound of         came from upstairs.  

                  jumped but                 ,          , 

just carried on.    , the shadow of                    fell 

across the wall.  

“         ,” demanded                 but  

                  was too frightened to reply. The children made their way deeper 

into the house.  

In one room, they could see strange markings        .  

The Haunted Mansion 
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1. proper noun2. proper noun

16. determiner + singular noun

17. determiner + singular noun

18. plural noun

 

“That looks as though it was made by             using  

      ,” gasped                    as                    

turned pale and pointed towards the doorway. “I don’t think that those     

want us to leave,” they whispered. 

Immediately, the two children turned and ran out of the house, vowing never to return.
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1. proper noun 2. proper noun 3. prepositional phrase

4. –ly adverb 5. subordinate clause 
beginning with ‘although’

6. adjective

7. noun phrase (at least 
three words)

8. exclamation sentence 9. proper noun

10. determiner + singular 
noun 

11. relative clause beginning 
with ‘who’

12. adverb

13. noun phrase (at least 
three words)

14. command 15. prepositional phrase

16. determiner + singular 
noun

17. determiner + singular 
noun

18. plural noun

Grammatical Features
Complete each box with an example of the grammatical feature shown.
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